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EVALUATION OF REACTOR PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS

ON THE COUPLED FAST-THERMAL ARGONAUT REACTOR STARK

L.Barleon, A.Bayer, Chr.Brückner, K.Burkart, G.Fieg, D.Kuhn,
G.Kussmaul, H.Meister, H.Seufert, D.Stegemann, and H.Werle

Abstract

STARK is a coupled zero-power reactor consisting of a subcritical

fast core driven by a surrounding light-water moderated thermal zone. Four
235

different fast core loadings, containing up to 107 kg U, have been in-

vestigated so far, one of them with a CH
2

- admixture to simulate the spec

trum of a steam-cooled reactor.

A number of experiments have been performed to obtain information

on the neutron spectrum in the fast zone: spatial distributions of reaction

rates were determined by fission chamber and foil techniques, differential

neutron spectra were studied by proton-recoil proportional counters, and re

activity worths of samples were measured in the fast core with a square-wave

pile oscillator. Also integral parameters of the entire system were obtained

by various kinetic methods.

The experimental results are compared with one-dimensional diffu

sion and S4-calculations using the Russian 26-groupcross-section set. The

experimental data give no indication of larger deviations from the calculated

spectra in the kev- and Mev-region, whereas discrepancies were found in the

lower ev-region. The integral reactor parameters (neutron lifetime, critical

mass, partition of reactor power between the zones) were found to agree

reasonably weIl with the calculation.
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1. Introduction

The zero-power facility STARK is a flexible fast-thermal reactor

consisting of a subcritical fast core and a surrounding Argonaut-type ther-
(1)

mal driver zone. The basic concept of the system - dates back to 1962

when it was recognized that a flexible source reactor would be needed in the

earlier stages of the Karlsruhe fast reactor program and, therefore, it was

decided to convert the Argonaut-Reactor at Karlsruhe into a coupled fast

thermal assembly. Compared to the ZPRV experiments (2) only moderate fast

core power contributions (~O.40) were planned such that the safety charac

teristics of the reactorstillcorrespond to those of an all-thermal system.

Since the operation of STARK began in 1964, a number of reactor

physics experiments have been completed. The experimental program was aimed

at two main points:

(a) development of experimental techniques for investigating fast zero

power systems, especially fast reactor mock-ups on the critical
(3)

assembly SNEAK

(b) investigation of the reactor physics properties of the coupled

system STARK and comparison of experimental data with multigroup

calculations.

The present paper primarily deals with the second point of this program, where

as the first point is partly treated in (~) •

Compared to large all-fast systems, where the spectrum closely

approaches the equilibrium spectrum throughout a major part of the assembly,

coupled fast-thermal systems offer greater difficulties to a calculational

treatment. Rere the neutron spectrum shows a strong space dependence, espe

cially in the low energy region, and steep flux gradients occur so that cer

tain standard methods (e.g. diffusion approximation) may not be adequate.

Therefore, an analysis of experiments on fast-thermal systems is expected to

give some general insight into the applicability and limitations of various

calculational methods.
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Besides this, a discussion of the results may also help to answer

the question, under which conditions reactor physics data of all-fast systems

(e.g. spectral indices, reactivity worths of sampies etc.) can be obtained

from experiments on fast-thermal assemblies.

2. Description of the Reactor

The basic geometrical structure of STARK is shown in Fig.l. The

fast core (37.2 cm average diameter) is formed by an array of 37 vertical

stainless-steel matrix tubes which are fixed by a bottom grid plate. The

tubes can be filled with platelets (5.1 by 5.1 cm) of various core materials

(cf. sec. 3). In order to prevent strong peaks in the 235U-fission rate at

the edge of the fast zone, the core structure is enclosed in a 5 cm-thick

natural uranium casing which absorbs slow neutrons incident from the driver

zone. Thus, coupling between the zones is maintained mainly by the exchange

of fast neutrons.

The thermal core consists of up to 370 Argonaut-type fuel plates

and light water as a moderator. The fuel plates, each of them containing
23520.83g U (20 percent enriched), are arranged in 24 groups with a 6.3 mm

spacing inside an annular aluminium tank; the volume between the fuel region

and the outer tank wall is filled with graphite plates and wedges. Normally

the thermal zone is operated at 800 C in order to guarantee a high degree of

inherent shutdown capability of the reactor.

The control system acts primarily upon the thermal driver zone.

Twelve cadmium-plate control units are evenly distributed around the thermal

core and provide a total shut-down reactivity of at least 2 %k. Three of

them can be used as fine-control units. An additional fuel-poison safety rod

is installed at an eccentric position in the fast core. It consists of a

vertically driven matrix tube which is filled with the normal core materials

and to the upper part of which a boron carbide absorber 1s attached.

The regular neutron instrumentation is conventional. It comprises

several ionisation chambers and BF3-counters located in the graphite reflector.

Additional neutron detectors for experiments can be placed iuto various chan

nels of the reactor and into specially loaded matrix tubes of the fast core.

A more detailed description of STARK and its safety aspects is given
(1)

in an earlier paper -.
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3. Core Configurations

Up to now, four reactor configurations have been investigated which

differ largely in the material composition of the fast core and the number of

fuel plates in the thermal zone.

In the first assembly the matrix tubes of the central zone were

filled with natural uranium metal. Since the contribution of fast fissions

to the total reactor power was only about 5 percent, this configuration may

still be considered as an all-thermal system.

With the following assemblies the amount of fuel in the fast zone
235 235was raised stepwise up to 107 kg U, while the U-content of the thermal

235zone had to be reduced from 7.6 kg to 4.5kg U to keep the system critical.

With the most reactive fast core a fast fission contribution of ~40 percent

was reached so that the dependence of reactor parameters on the reactivity

partition of the fast core could be studied over a relatively large interval.

The core materials for STARK are 3.15 mm-thick platelets of natural

uranium, 20 percent enriched uranium, aluminium, and aluminium oxide, which

are stacked horizontally inside the matrix tubes. As shown in Fig.2, rela

tively simple loading patterns have been chosen and no attempt has been made,

because of the limited number of materials available, to si~ulate more

"realistic" fast reactor core compositions.

In Assembly 2, a small amount of polyethylene (H/U-ratio = 0.053)

was added to the fast core in order to obtain a soft neutron spectrum s1m1lar

to that of a steam-cooled fast reactor. The polyethylene was used in form of

discs (2.0 cm diameter, 1 mm thick) which were placed into recesses machined

into the aluminium platelets. Assemblies 3 and 4 had no polyethylene admix

ture and ware designed to render hard spectra and larger fast core power frac

tions. Tab.l gives the material composition of these assemblies.

As shown in Fig.2, 8.4 cm-thick axial reflectors of natural uranium

metal were arranged at both ends of the fast core region. The height of the

core filling was about 60 cm. It was chosen in such a way so as to render

approximately equal axial bucklings in both core regions and to make a com

parison with one-dimensional radial calculations meaningful.
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4. Experiments

The objective of the experimental work was to obtain data on the

neutron spectra in the fast core, on the spatial distribution of reaction

rates throughout the reactor, and on central reactivity worths of various

sampie materials. Furthermore, the variation of reactor parameters, e.g. neu

tron lifetime, reactivity coefficients etc., was to be studied as a function

of the partition of reactor power between both core regions.

In this section the experimental methods and procedures, some of

them standard techniques, are outlined briefly. A discussion of the results

and a comparison with calculations is then given in the following section.

Some of the more recent experimental methods used at STARK are described in
(4)

a separate paper -.

4.1 Approach to Critical

For each assembly a critical configuration with given geometry and

material composition of the fast zone was to be established, whereas the num

ber of fuel plates in the thermal region was taken as a free parameter to

adjust criticality.

The approach to critical usually started from a configuration in

which the fast zone was completely filled with natural uranium and the ther

mal zone with about 80 percent of the critical fuel loading predicted by mul

tigroup calculations. Then the natural uranium elements were replaced with

loaded fast core elements. The thermal core was filled with m~'derator and
,

half of the control plates were withdrawn to ensure complete control of mul-

tiplication during the loading process. Finally, the loading of the thermal

zone was completed until the reactor went critical.

The critical masses of the thermal zone are listed in Tab.2 for

the various assemblies. Agreement with calculated values was found within

+ 6.5 percent.
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4.2 Measurement of Reaction Rates

4.2.1 Fission Rates

Three different methods ware empIoyed to determine fission rates in

the fast zone of STARK:

(a) using parallel-plate absolute fission,chambers,

(b) using small cylindrical fission chambers,

(c) by y-counting of irradiated uranium foils.

235In the thermal zone only measurements with a 3 mm-diameter U-chamber could

be made because of the small spacing between the fuel plates. However, pairs

of gold and copper foils were irradiated there to investigate axial, radial,

and azimuthai distributions of the thermal and epithermal neutron flux.

As a basis for a calibration of the other counters, absolute measure

ments with parallel-plate fission chambers were performed in the center of the

fast core. The chambers (4.0 cm diameter, 0.5 cm plate spacing) were similar

to those described by KIRN (~) and were operated as flow counters with an

argon-methane mixture. Two of these counters were placed back-to-back in a

void volume inside the central matrix tube. The layers of fissionable material
. 232 233 235 238 2were commerc1ally available sampies of-Th, U, U, and U (~300jUg/cm

thick) of gravimetrically known mass .) , which was found to agree with low

geometry a-counting within + 1 percent for 233u and within ~ 3 percent for

238u (Tab.3). A calibratio~ by absolute ß-y-coincidence counting of a gold

foil irradiated close to the sensitive area of the counter in the thermal

column of the reactor gave 6 percent lower effective masses, probably due to

fission fragment losses in the sampie Iayer. Therefore, the absolute values

of the fission rates and ratios should be considered as preliminary until

measurements with thinner sampies have been made.

To study the spatial distribution of fission rates in the fast zone,

small cylindrical fission chambers (20th Century Electronics, FC-4, 6 mm outer

diameter) were used which were coated with 23~h, 233ü , 235ü , 238ü , 237NP ,

and 239Pu • The coating thickness was in the order of 500;ug/cm2• These cham

bers were calibrated against the parallel-plate absolute fission chambers in

the center of the fast core or, in case of 237NP and 239Put with a 14 Mev

neutron generator of known intensity.

The foils were fabricated and weighed by the EURATOM Central Bureau for
Nuclear Measurements, Geel, Belgium.
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Four eylindrical chambers were combined to a unit which was intro

dueed into a 1.8 cm-wide vertieal ehannel spared out in one of the matrix

tubes or in the natural uranium zone p so that they were exposed to nearly

the same neutron iield and data of four substanees could be taken simultaneous

lyo For the measurement ofaxial traverses the ehambers could be moved verti

eally by an automatie driving mechanism. Radial traverses ware also obtained

by uslng different matrix positions.

Some results of the fission ehamber measurements are given in Fig.3
x 235

to 5. The ordinate values are fission rates n per atom in material x (x = U,

238U), normalized to a reactor power of 1 watt. Fig.3 shows an axial 235u_

traverse taken in Assembly 4 between the fuel plates of the thermal zone at a

distance r = 34.8 em from the center. An approximate eosine shape was found

in the core region, exeept for perturbations elose to the axial water reflec

tors and a bump at 2 cm below the reactor midplane which is caused by an annu

lar water channel in the graphite pieces around the fuel region. A eosine

function was fitted to the unperturbed parts of the eurve 9 leading to an effec

tive core height Heff = 85.0 !. 2 cm.

Axial traverses in the central position of the fast core are shown

in Fig.4. Tab .. 4 gives the effective core heights obtained by fitting eosine

functions to the traverses.. Deviations of ~ 3 .. 5 em from the Heff-value in the

thermal zone were found.. Also it is noted that in both core regions the maxi

mum of the fission distribution 1s shifted by ~ 1 cm towards the bottom with

respect to the geometrical reactor midplane, probably due to control-plate

shadowing and neutron losses 'in the slightly conical air gap at the outer wall

of the thermal core ..

Radial 235U_ and 238U-traverses measured in the reactor midplane of

Assembly 4 are plotted in Fig ..5.. In addition to the fission chamber data, the
235

U-fission rate in the thermal zone was also der1ved from the thermal flux 0th
and the epithermal flux 0 per un1t lethargy at 4.9 ev found by the AU+Cu-foilep
activation:

:: (4 .. 1)

where = 582 barn = thermal fission cross section of 235u,
235 0= 0 .. 962 = Westcott factor for U at 80 Cj
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= 429 harn25
er =ep

the effective epithermal fission cross section

25 25
E ~i O"i

i=1

was determined from the calculated 26-group fluxes 0i in the thermal zone

(02/ ~u = flux per unit lethargy at 4.9 ev, 1.e. in group 21).

235 25
The radial distribution of the U-fission rate, n ,shows a steep

gradient in the natural uranium and the outermost region of the fast core due

to the strong absorption of slow neutrons coming from the thermal zone. In
235 238the inner region of the fast core relatively flat shapes of the U- and U-

fission rates are found.

From the fission rates n25 n28 , the number of fissions Z per unit

volume in the actual reactor is derived,

Zer) = N28 28()+ n r ,

25 28 235 238 3
where N ,N = number of U- and U-nuclei per cm of the core mixture

(Tab.l) •

Integration of Zer) leads to the power contributions

Zi = 2JTJZer) r dr

zone i

of the various zones, which are compared in Tab.2 with calculated values.

238
U-Capture-to-Fission Ratio

Capture-to-fission ratios have been determined by irradiation of

0.1 mm-thick uranium foils at different positions between the platelets of

the fast core and subsequent y-countlng of both the induced 239NP_ and fis

sion product activities.

238To separate the y-activity caused by neutron capture in U from
239the fission background, the y-x-ray cascade of Pu at 105 kev was observed

by a coincidence technique in connection with an absolute calibration using
243the a-decay of Am as a standard. This method i8 described in aseparate

paper (4) of this conference. At the same time, fission product y-activities
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above 660 kev, which are proportional to the fission rate, were measured and
235 238the contributions of U and U were separated by using foils of different

enrichment. A calibration of the foil activities in terms of absolute fis

sion rates was achieved by a comparison with parallel-plate fission chambers.

Foil counting and data processing were carried out with an automa

tie sampie changer (~) in connection with a computer code, both specially

developed for work with a large number of fission foils.

Fig.6 shows some of the experimental results found for Assembly 4

in comparison with the 26-group calculations (cf. 5.2).

4.2.3 Measurements with Resonance and Threshold Detectors

Additional information on the neutron spectrum in the ev- and kev

region was obtained from an Investigation of (n,y)- and (n,nV)-reaction rates

found by the foil activation technique.

In Assembly 2 and 4 several indium foil measurements were performed,

employing the reactions 115In(n,y)116mIn (first resonance at 1.46 ev),
113 114m

In(n,y) In (mainresonances at 4.7, 14.7, 21.7, 25.2, and 32.5 ev),
115 115mand the reaction In(n,n') In (threshold at 335 kev). The foils were

irradiated inside 0.6 cm-thiek aluminium drawers which were embedded in the

normal plate structure of the fast core at different matrix positions. The

decay of the foil activity was observed with 2ff-ß-counters and analyzed, on

the basis of the known half-lives, for the contributions of the three reac

tions to saturation activity.

The radial traverses of the reaction rates in Assembly 4 (Fig.7)

show a fairly good agreement with the 26-group diffusion calculation in ease

of the (n,n')-reaction, but larger discrepancies for the resonance reaction

115In(n,y) which are discussed in sec. 5.2.

Experiments were also made with indium sandwiches, composed of

three identical foils, in order to determine the contribution of the 1.46 ev-

resonance to the total foil activity. The experimental activity-ratio of

outer to inner foil, CO/Ci' is compared in Tab.5 with values calculated from
115

the 26-group spectra (cf. 5.1) on the basis of the known In(n,y)-cross

section, neglecting the effect of Doppler-broadening. The experimental
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quantity C IC
i

- 1, which increases with the ratio of the resonance flux at
o 115

1.46 ev to the total In(n,y)-reaetion rate, is found to be 3 to 6 times

as high as ealculated, showing that the intensity of ev-neutrons in the spee

trum is mueh higher than expected from theoryo

Further measurements to check the spectrum in the kev-reglon were
19 23 21

made in Assembly 2, using the rasonance detectors F, Na, and Al. The

foil materials, their dimensions, the experimental set-up including the rabbit

irradiation system,and the procedure of data evaluation are described in (!).

Irradiations of NaF-foils were performed inside the loaded matrix tubes (posi

tions 19, 25, 30, Fig.1) of the fast core and in the empty cnannel of the na

tural uranium zone. The foils were covered by 1 mm Cd to prevent activation
tt tt (19by thermal neutrons. The irradiation of Teflon F)- and Al-foils was per-

formed in the empty matrix positions 19 and 34 by means of the pneumatic

rabbit system.

The activation integral from Cd-cutoff to the maximum fission energy

has been chosen as a basis for comparison of experimental and theoretical re

sults. Fig.8 shows the aetivation integral derived from foil aetivities and

the 26-group diffusion calculation as a function of radial position in the

reactor midplane. The caleulations have shown that in the speetrum of"Assemb

ly 2 the activation due to neutrons in the energy region of the main resonanee
23eompared to the activation due to all other neutrons is % 81% for Na (main

. 19resonance at 2.95 kev), 63% for F (main resonanesat 15.3 and 27.3 kev),
27and for Al % 46% (first resonanee at 5.9 kev) and ~ 16% (second resonance

at 35.0 kev). The calculated curves were normalized at r =0 to the experi

mental points. The experimental value at r = 19.3 cm in Fig.8 is too large

because the irradiation was made in the empty channel. The approximate shape

of the curve in the full channel is also indicated (dashed-dotted line).

Experimental and calculated curves agree in their shapes fairly
23 19weIl in ease of Na and F, indieating no larger diserepaneies between eal-

eulat10n and experiment in the kev-region of the spectrum. The relatively
27large deviation for Al 1s believed to be of systematic nature and has to

be investigated further.
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4.3 Differential Spectrum Measurements with Spherical Hydrogen Counters

Differential neutron spectra were measured in the fast core of

Assembly 4 by the proton recoil technique using hydrogen-filled spherical
~) (7)

proportional counters -. Four counters, each 4 cm in diameter, with dif-

ferent fillings and pressures were used to cover the energy range from 25 kev

to 1 Mev (Fig.9). The y-n-discrimination technique (~), by which the low

energy limit of the 1 atm-hydrogen counter could be lowered, was not employed

in the measurements performed so far.

Spectra were measured in the reactor midplane at various radial

positions where the counter was placed in an empty volume inside the matrix

tube. By operating the reactor at a low power level (~ 10 MW), the count

ing rate was kept below 2000 cps so that deadtime losses could easily be

corrected for by the live timer of the analyzer.

The well-known relationship

f(S(u) =
. E 2

E 0(E)= - N T a(E)
dD(E)

dE

was used to convert the measured distribution of recoil protons per unit energy,

D(E), into the neutron flux 0(u) per unit lethargy. a(E) is the known n,p

scattering cross section, N the number of hydrogen atoms in the sensitive re

gion of the detector, and T the live counting time. The energy calibration
1 7

was made with monoenergetic neutrons from a Van-de-Graaff using the Li(p,n) Be-

reaction.

To analyze the counting data on the basis of eq.(4.5) a computer code

was used, which determines the logarithmic derivative of D(E) and its error

from a section of the experimental proton recoil distribution. The slope

taking interval was chosen to be 25 percent, i.e. about twice the energy reso

lution of the detectors.

Wall-effects were corrected for, as described by BENJAMIN (~), by

first subtracting from the measured reeoil spectrum the contribution of neu-

trons with energies above the upper limit of the counter, as calculated by a

Monte-Carlo code, and then multiplying the slope of the resulting recoil dis

tribution with wall-effect factors, also derived from Monte-Carlo calculations.

In Fig.9 the experimental and calculated spectra are compared for

the central position of Assembly 4 •

• ) Counters fabricated by 20th Century Electronics, Great Britain.
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4.4 Reactivity Measurements

4.4.1 Methods

To (Jetermine larger reactivity worths (1Li.91 ~0.05 $) in STARK,

positive period, rod-drop, and Itcontinuous runlt (~) techniques have been em

ployed. For measurements of central reac~ivity worths of small sampies also

a square-wave pile-oscillator was used. In all cases the time-dependence of

the neutron population n(t) was observed and subsequently analyzed on the

basis of the space-independent reactor model.

10 3
The neutrons were detected by a B- or He-ionization chamber nor-

mally located near the thermal core in the graphite reflector. The chamber

signal was amplified by an electrometer amplifier (Keithley, Model 417) and

then fed to a voltage-to-frequency converter, the output of which consisted

of a pulse chain with frequency proportional to the input signal. The pulses

were counted in a 256-channel multiscaler time analyzer (TMC, Model CN-110).

4.4.2 Calibration of Control Plates

For a fast and reliable control plate calibration the rod-drop

technique was found to be advantageous. Basically, the reactivity change

was determined by comparing the experimental decay of the neutron signal n(t)

with a set of n(t)-curves calculated for various reactivities.

For a source-free point-reactor, the neutron signal after a step

change in reactivity applied at t = 0 to the stationary and critical reactor

is given by

n(t)
n

o

N
= 1: A.

j=O J

o- )l =s (A +

n i8 the initial neutron signal at critical,
o

Sj are the solutions of the inhour equation

N Seif i
L )

1=1 s + ~i

where

J\ 1s the prompt-neutron generation time,

Seff i' ~i are the delayed neutron parameters,
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N Beff i
A+ E

i=1 Sj + Ai
A

j =
~ffi

(4.8)
N

J\ + E 2i=l (Sj+Ai )

and N 1s the number of delayed neutron groups. Because of the d!fference
235 238 (10)

in the Ai-values for U aud U --. 12 delayed neutron groups were used,

six for each isotope. The effective parameters Beff ! were derived from a

26-group perturbation calculation (cf. sec. 5.1 and Tab.2).

A detailed analysis of the experimental n(t)-curves revealed a

strong variation in the amplitude of the prompt transient with detector posi

tion, whereas a few seconds after completion of the reactivity change a common,

space-independent time-behavior was found. To eliminate spatial effects from

the experimental data, n(t) was normalized not to the initial value n but
o

rather to a value n(T) some seconds after the drop (T ~ 5 sec) which is not

influenced by higher modes. The reactivities p/B
eff

were obtained by com

parison of the experimental ratios n(t)1 n(T), (t > T), with those calculated

by eq.(4.6) and were found to be independent of detector position within

+ 2 percent.

Compared to the space-independent model, the prompt transient is

larger for detector positions close to the control plate and smaller'for posi

tions tar away. On the boundary of both regions, positions exist (at an azi-
omuthai angle of ~ 60 from the plate) where n(t) was found to agree weIl with

the space-independent calculation in its entire time-dependence. In these

positions complete control plate characteristics were determined by the con

tinuous-run technique in a single experiment and no systematic deviations from

the other methods were seen.

Tab.2 and Fig.10 show some results of the reactivity measurements

for the safety-rod 8
4

in the fast zone and for various groups of control

plates (Fig.l). A decrease of the thermal control plate worths and an in-

crease for the rod 8
4

are noted as the power contribution of the fast core

grows. The worth per control plate 1s seen to 1ncrease initially with the

number of plates inserted and then to decrease again for larger numbers.

This negative coupling effect, which results from a flux-shifting towards

the fast zone, Increases with the importance of the fast zone.
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4.4.3 Reactivity Coefficients in the Thermal Zone

For investigating the inherent shut-down mechanisms of the thermal

zone, the overall reactivity effects of moderator temperature and void forma-

tion were measured.

The temperature coefficient was determined by continuously increas

ing the moderator temperature while the reactor was kept critical with a

calibrated control plate. The calibration was performed in the same experi

ment by stepwise withdrawal of the plate and determination of the positive

period.

In order to measure the reactivity effect of voids in the light
2water moderator, a flat aluminium tube (cross section 0.4 x 1.0 cm ) was

placed between two fuel plates,and the reactor was made critical while the
3tube (volume ~v = 24 cm ) was filled with air. By a sudden pressure release

water was allowed to enter the tube and the resulting reactivity -A9 was de

rived from aperiod measurement. The moderator void coefficient ~ was
~v

found to be negative throughout the thermal core.

Results of the average void coefficient ~~ and the temperature

coefficient ~~ are given in Tab.2.

4.4.4 Reactivity Worth Measurements with a Pile Oscillator

Measurements of reactivity worths of small material sampies (3 to

300 g) in the central channel of the fast zone have been carried out with a

pile-oscillator for a number of substances. The samples were fixed inside

an aluminium tube which was connected to the piston of a driving mechanism

actuated by compressed air. The stroke of the oscillator was 40.5 cm so that

the sampie could be moved from the center of the cora to a position outside

the blanket. The transient time between Doth positions was 0.1 to 0.2 sec

such that the reactivity changed in a square-wave manner with aperiod

T = 25.4 or 38.4 sec.

In order to study the effect of neutron streaming through the empty

channel, measurements were performed at Assembly 4, where the oscillating

aluminium tube was substituted by a square stainless stesl tube filled with

4.6 by 4.6 cm platelets of either core material or aluminium. Two aluminium

containers, one for the sample and the other empty, were embedded in the os

cillator rod at the two positions corresponding to the core center. With this

apparatus the transient time was ~ 1 sec and the period chosen aB 64 sec.
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10
The oscil1ation of the neutron flux was detected by a B-ioniza-

tion chamber placed near the core-reflector interface. The nC-part of the

chamber signal was suppressed and on1y the oscillating part was reeorded, as

described in 4.4.1,by a 256-ehannel time analyzer whieh was synehronized with

the oseillator in such a manner that two eonseeutive periods were stored in

each analyzer sweep. In this way the presence and the influence of a drift

component on the signal eould be observed. The mean reactor power was

10 watts;small reaetivity drifts during the experiment were compensated by

a slowly-moving fine-control rod.

The experimental data were Fourier-analyzed on the IBM-7074 digi

tal computer. From the Fourier amplitude, c, of the fundamental frequeney

w = 2 rr/T tbe reactivity amplitude Ä =9/2 of the sampie was derived

(assuming a square-wave oseillation) by the expression

A =

where A = generation time,

= mean power level,no
G (j w) =

o
ealeulated reaetor transfer funetion.

In an ideal square-wave oseillation only odd harmonies should be present.

In the actual experiment, however, also even modes are exeited by reactor

noise and by the neutron scattering effeet during the sampie motion. When

the oseillator tube is filled with core material, a strong additional com

ponent of twiee the fundamental frequeney 1s observed, which is eaused by

the periodieal removal and reinsertion of irradiated fuel eontaining delayed

neutron precursors. All these effeets, however, are easily eliminated by

the Fourier analysis sinee they do not contribute to the fundamental mode of

the oscillaticm.

The theoretica1 sensitivity of the oscillator experiment was ca1-
-7 4c;ulated to be 1.2 • 10 Ak/k for an integrated power of 10 watt sec if only

t . i th I' it' factor (11) M t ith t 1reac or n01se s e 1m 1ng • easuremen s w ou samp e

oscillation gave 1 to 3 times this value.

Tab.7 gives the experimental reactivity coefficients of several

materials eompared with calculations based on a first-order perturbation

theory. Effects of sampie size on the reactivity coefficient were found for

CH 2 , B4C, Ni, Cf and (less pronouneed) for U (19.2 % enriehed) and Unato

They were eliminated by extrapolation to zero sampie masse
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235The comparison of sample worths (relative to U) for Assembly 4

in the empty channel (p t) and the channel filled with core materialemp y
( 9 ) shows remarkable differences (Tab.7), especially for the scatteringcore
materials Al, C, and CH

2
• These differences are due to the anisotropy of the

neutron flux fI}(.(}) and the adjoint fI}+(ß) in the empty channel, which leads

to a negati~e net reactivity change even for a pure isotropie scatterer at

the reactor center. The measured differences were found to be approximately

proportional to the importance-weighted transport cross section

9core = const
26
~ llI. + llI.
L. ""i atr i ""i

i=1

of the sampie material, as obtained from the perturbation code (cf. 5.2), so

that corrections could be made on this basis for the empty-channel measure

ments in Assembly 2 and 3 (Tab.7).

4.5 Kinetic Experiments

Pulsed source and noise analysis techniques were employed to study

the variation of the prompt-neutron decay constant and the generation time

with reactor configuration.

In the pulsed source experiments a periodical sequence of d,t-neutron

bursts was injected into the system and the decay of the prompt neutron popu

lation, as observed with a BF
3
-counter in the air gap between thermal cora

and reflector, was analyzad for the decay constant a of the fundamental MOde.

The experimental set-up and the data evaluation procedure were the same as
(12)

described in -- for previous measurements.

The decay constant a, which is related to reactivity 9/ßeff and

generation time .A. by

=
ß
eff (1 - /11. )
..I\. 9 eff

was measured in Assembly 1 to 4 at delayed critical and at several subcriti

cal states obtained by insertlng various groups of control plates (Fig.l) tüto

the critical reactor. The experimental a-values are shown in Fig.11 as a

functi,on of p/11.eff • The reactivity scale was determined by the rod-drop

method (4.2), which is known to be insensitive to changes in generation time.
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The curvature of the a-vs.-reactlvity curves, increasing in magni

tude from Assembly 1 to 4, shows that the generation time ~ decreases with

subcriticality, due to the shielding of the thermal core and the reflector

when cadmium plates are inserted. The inverse effect is observed when the

system is made subcritical by insertion of the safety rod S4 into the fast

zone, by which the thermal core gains importance and the generation time

grows.

Fig.11 also shows the values y = ßeff/~ found by the method of

GARELIS and RUSSEL (13) from the prompt- and delayed-neutron intensities,

np(t) and nd(t) , as solution of the equation

00

J n (t) (eyt
o p

CD

- 1) dt =~ nd(t) dt
o

•

Except for Assembly 2 the y-values vary only slightly, due to an appropriate

choice of detector position, and converge against the decay constant

a c = ßeff/J\c measured directly at delayed critical.

Besides the pulsed source measurements also noise analysis experi

ments have been performed with the two-detector crosspower spectral density
(12 14)

technique --' -- , the Rossi-a method and the probability distribution
(4, 12)

technique - --. The results for the prompt-neutron decay constant (fun-

damental mode) at delayed critical found by the four methods are given in

Tab.S. The data agree within the error limits.

5. Discussion of the Results

5.1 Multigroup Calculations

As a basis for a discussion of the experimental results a number of

one-dimensional multigroup calculations have been performed for the various

STARK assemblies, using the Russian 26-group ABN-cross-section set (15).

Most calculations were done in cylindrical geometry where the reac

tor was treated as a system of seven concentric zones, equal in area and ma

terial composition to the corresponding actual zones of the reactor:
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Zone 1 fast core

zone 2 natural ural1ium zone

zone 3 graphite, Al-tank walls, air gap

zone 4 thermal core

zone 5 graphite inside the annular tank

zone 6 tank walls, air gap, graphite

zone 7 external graphite reflector.

3
Tab.1 gives the geometry of the zones and the atom numbers per cm of the

homogeneous mixture as derived from the material weights.

2 -4 -2A constant axial buckling B = 14.68 0 10 cm independent of
z

zone and anergy group was assumed, which corresponds to the effective core

height Heff = 82 cm found by fission chamber traverses in the thermal cora

of Assembly 2. Experimental Heff-values of the other assemblies deviate up

to 4 cm from this value (Tab.4).

The calculations were carried out with the Karlsruhe nuclear code
(16)

system NUSYS -- 0 As a first step, a diffusion calculation was performed

to obtain spectra and reaction rates throughout the reactor. In order to

find a critical system with given radius and material composition of the fast

core, the thickness of the thermal zone was varied by radius iteration, tak

ing into account the dependence of the average fuel concentration on the zone

thickness due to the geometry of the graphite wedges (Figol). The results

were carefully checked for influences of mesh width and number of iteration

steps.

Then aperturbation calculation was made to derive the overall neu

tron generation time

A =

(5.2)

/(i Y Er j {25j dV

r 26

J 1: 0.+
i,j=l 1

j 26
1: 0 +

i,j=l i

ßM
k=

235and the effective delayed neutron fractions of the fissionable isotopes U

and 238u,
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where

M Mß
eff

k ,ß
k

= effective and actual delayed-neutron fractions of material M,
kinetic group k,

Lt~ = macroscopic fission cross section of material M, energy group j,

~ik = energy distribution of the delayed neutrons, kinetic group k.

Some of the resulting kinetic parameters are given in Tab.2.

Furthermore, the relative importance a of the core z9nes (index m)m
has been evaluated, using the equation

J 1: o +
~i v L:t j 0j

dV
ij izone m

a = (5.3)
m J 1:

+ v Lt. 0. dV0i ~i
reactor ij J J

The aare identical with the coefficients of reactivity partition in the

theor; of coupled systems (17) and describe the effect on the overall reac

tivity,

am
(5.4)

of a fictitious change 6 v of the number of fission neutrons in zone m. As
m

-shown-InTab:-i,-theimpor-tance-ci~-of the fast zone varies between 0.0122 (for

Assemqly 1) and 0.4924 (for Assembly 4).

Also reactivity worths of different materials were determined by

the perturbation code. The sampie volume (usually at core center) was assumed

to be filled with the normal core mixture to which the sampie material was

added in low concentration (10
20 to 1021 atoms/cm3

). In this way, the ideal

worth of an infinitely small and dilute sampie should be obtained and effects

resulting from a variation of the resonance self-shielding factors should be

excluded. Tab.7 shows results for the central reactivity worths of various
235sampie materials, relative to U.

Similar calculations were made for critical all-fast systems of

cylindrical shape, having the same composition as the fast zone of STARK.

These assemblies are large enough to render an equilibrium spectrum in the

inner core region such that deviations of the STARK spectrum from the equi

librium spectrum can be studied. In addition, S4-calculations with isotropie

downscattering were carried out for STARK in order to get some information

about the magnitude of systematic errors arising from the diffusion approxi-

mation.
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5.2 Neutron Spectrum and Reaction Rates

The general behaviour of the neutron spectrum in STARK 1s illustrat

ed in Fig.12, where the calculated 26-group spectra are given for various

radial positions r in Assembly 2. The spectrum in the thermal zone follows

roughly a l/E-shape. With penetration into the fast zone, a strong decrease

of low energy neutrons (E ~ 100 ev) is seen, especially for the thermal group
238

and at the main U-resonance (group 21), whereas the fast and intermediate

neutrons show a relatively flat spatial distribution.

In the inner region of the fast core, the spectrum 0
i

gradually

approaches the equilibrium spectrum 0~s, as calculated for the critical one

zone system. The relative deviation (0i-0:~/0~s from the equil1brium spec

trum, also given in Figo12 as a function of energy, indicates a surplus of
asslow neutrons (E ~ 1 kev) and of fission neutrons with respect to 0
i

near

the edge of the fast core. With further penetratien inte the core, these ex

cess neutrons die out and a gradual softening eccurs in the main part of the

spectrum (1 kev to 1 Mev). In the center of Assembly 2, the equilibrium
asspectrum 1s not yet completely reached, and deviations from 0
1

of the order

of 10 percent still remain for energies abeve 10 ev.

Fig.13 gives the same diagram for Assembly 4, which has a higher
235

U-content and, therefore, leads to a faster decay of the spat1al trans1ents.

Larger deviations of the central spectrum 0
1

(0) from the equ111brium spectrum

are only seen in the low ener~y region; they are less than 2 percent in the

main part of the spectrum (E Z 10kev) where 99 percent of the 235U-fission

processes occur.

The results of the S4-calculation included in Fig.12 and 13 show

that the number of slow neutrons in the fast zone is up to 80 percent higher

than given by diffusion theory, especially in those energy regions where the
as

spectra differ strongly from 0. , i.e. where strong spatial gradients are
1

present. Above 10 kev, a good agreement between S4- and diffusion calcula-

tions 1s found for the central region of the fast zone.

A direct comparison between calculated and experimental spectra in

the energy range from 20 kev to 1 Mev has been made for Assembly 4 where hydro

gen counter data are available. The experimental spectrum (Fig.9) shows reso

nance dips caused by the aluminium contained in the fast core, which are not
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seen in the 26~group spectrum because of its rough group structure. The ex

perimental spectrum appears to be somewhat softer than the calculated ons.

Further information on the neutron spectrum and its spatial varia

tion can be gained from an analysis of reaction rates in a set of different

substances.

The radial distribution of fission rates found with the cylindrical

fission chambers (cf. 4.2.1) 1s compared in Fig.14 with the 26-group calcula
xtion. The calculated fission rate n per atom of material x has been der1ved

xfrom the group fluxes 0i and the fission cross section Ui of material x

according to

x 26 x x
n (r) = L f

i
U

i
0,(r) ,

1=1 1
(5.5)

taking into account the correction factor fix for resonance self-shielding in
xthe core mixturej f, = 1 was assumed for all materials not contained in the

1 238
core. The calculated curves were normalized in such a way that the U-

fission rate coincides with the experiment in the center of the fast zone.

The experimental data are subject to two main sources of error.

First, calibration uncertainties of less than ~ 5 percent are estimated for

the parallel-plate chambers, and of the order of + 10 percent for the cylin-
239 237

drical Pu- and Np-chambers. The calibration errors may affect the ab-

solute values of fission rates and ratios, but not the shape of the traverses

and the variation of spectral indices from one assembly to the other. Second,

the deviation of the actual zone boundaries from the cylindrical shape gives

rise to an uncertainty in the effective radial distance to be attributed to

the chamber position and leads to a scatter of the experimental points near

the edge of the fast core.

235 .The U-f1ssion rate in Fig.14 shows, as a result of the strong

absorption of slow neutrons in the natural uranium and at the edge of the

fast zone, a steep gradient which goes over into a relatively flat curve in

the interior of the fast core. The experimental data are seen to agree with

the theoretical curve for r ~ 10 cm, but in the outer region they are higher

than calculated, indicating that slow neutrons penetrate deeper into the fast

zone than predicted by the calculation.
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As a sensitive indicator for the low-energy end of the spectrum,
239 235 49 25

the Pul U-fission ratio, ~ /~ , is plotted in Fig.15. The maxima in

the calculated curves result from the fact that thermal neutrons are more

strongly absorbed in the natural uranium than ev-neutrons which cause fission

at the lower Pu-resonances. Towards the center of the assembly the resonance

neutrons die out and the fission ratios go over into the characteristic val-
239p /235ues of the fast spectrum. For all assemblies the experimental u u-

ratio in the natural uranium zone was found to be considerably higher than

calculated, which means that the number of ev-neutrons in the spectrum is

larger than expected from theory.

115
The same conclusion must be drawn from the In(n,y)-reaction rate

measured by foil activation (Fig.7). In order to separate the contribution

of the 1.46 ev-resonance from the fast neutron effect, In-sandwiches were

irradiated (cf. 4.2.3). The activity ratio Co/Ci (outer to inner foil) shows

for Assembly 2 even in the central position a measurable 1.46 ev-component

which is about 9 times as high as calculated. In Assembly 4 with its higher
235

U-content the effect of 1.46 ev-neutrons, again higher than calculated,

dies out within experimental error towards the center of the reactor.

The stronger penetration of low-energy neutrons relative to the

diffusion calculation can be qualitatively explained by different effects:

The deviations in the natural uranium zone may be partly due to a spectral

hardening within the thermal group itself and also to the idealizations made

in the effective-cross-section concept, by which the neutron transmission at
~ 238

energies between the U-resonances is underestimated. The deviations in

the lower ev-region at the reactor center can partly be attributed to trans

port effects (cf. the S4-calculations in Fig.12 and 13); the remaining dis

crepancies are probably caused by a radial neutron streaming between the

platelets of the fast core and, in case of Assembly 2, by the heterogeneous

arrangement of the hydrogeneous material.

in the kev-region, reaction
23

Na(n,y) (resonance

in Assembly 2 and 4

As acheck of the neutron spectrum
19

rates of F(n,y) (resonances at 15.3 and 27.2 kev),
115

at 2.95 kev), and -- In(n,n t ) (threshold at 335 kev)

are compared in Fig.7 and 8 with calculated radial traverses,and a fairly
238good agreement was found. Also the U-capture rate, mainly originating

from the kev-region because of the self-shielding of the lower resonances,

is consistent with the calculation. Hence, it can be concluded that the

spectrum in the kev-region does not strongly deviate from the 26-group dif

fusion calculation.
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Information on the spectrum in the upper kev- and Mev-region 1s

obtained from fission rates in threshold substances, such as 234rh, 238u ,

and 237NP • The fission chamber traverses of these materials in Assemblies 2

to 4 (Fig.14) agree weIl in their shapes with the calculation. The absolute

values, however, deviate from the calculation by factors of 1.15 for 234rh
237

and 1.30 for Np. Since these factors are constant within + 1.5 percent

for the Assemblies 2 to 4, which have largely different spectra, it is not

believed that these discrepancies arise from true spectrum deviations, but

rather from systematic errors in the calibration of the cylindrical chambers

and/or effects of finite group widths in the 26-group calculation.

. 2~ 2~In Fig.16 and 17 the radial variation of the fiss~on ratios U/ U

and 237NP/238u is plotted. The 238u/235U_data for Assemblies 2 to 4 show,

relative to the calculation, a somewhat slower transition into the charac

teristic values of the fast core, which is a consequence of the stronger

penetration of slow neutrons. For Assemblies 3 and 4, strictly constant fis

sion ratios are attained in the interior of the fast zone (r , 10 cm), which

means that an equilibrium spectrum is reached in the energy region that con-
238 235

tributes predominantly to the fission rates. The U/ U-ratio in Assembly 2

seems to decrease slightly towards the center, as expected from the softening

of the calculated spectra (Fig.12). For Assembly 1, the fission ratios vary

throughout the central uranium zone and no asymptotic spectrum is reached

due tothe low multiplication.

The fission ratio ~37/cr28 between the threshold substances 237NP

and 238u in Fig.17 shows for Assemblies 2 and3, in accordance with the cal

culation, almost no radial variation. For Assembly 4, a slight decrease of

the 237NP/238u_ratio is seen which results from a deficiency of fast neutrons
as

(E>lMev) relative to 0
i

at the edge of the fast core (Fig.13). The inverse

effect (much more pronouncea) is noted for the data of Assembly 1.

The fission ratios in the central position of all assemblies are

summarized in Tab.9. Except for the nearly constant deviations in the case
23~ 237

of ~h and Np, a fairly good agreement with the 26-group calculation

was founa for Assemblies 3 and 4. In Assembly 2 the ratios 239pu/235U and

233u/235u are 5 percent higher than expected, due to the influence of ev

neutrons. In Assembly 1 characteristic deviations are also seen for the

other fission ratios which indicate,relative to the diffusion calculation,

a stronger penetration of fission neutrons from the thermal zone into the

reactor center. S4-calculations give here a better agreement with the ex-

perimental data o
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The results of the reaction rate measurements can be summarized

as follows: In assemblies of high fast-core multiplication the spectrum

above 100 ev does not seem to deviate substantially from the 26-group dif

fusion calculation and a space-independent spectrum close to the equilibrium
as

spectrum 0 is reached in the inner region (r "- 10 cm) of the fast core.

In the lower ev-region strong flux gradients occur and the diffusion calcula

tion underestimates the penetration of such neutrons into the fast zone. S4

calculations do not fully account for this effect, and it is thought that the

heterogeneous structure of the fast core may be a reason for that.

For Assembly 2 with moderate fast-core multiplication the spatial

variation of the experimental fission ratios as weIl as the calculations show

that 0as
is not completely reached in the center of the reactor. Resonance

neutrons penetrating into the center contribute slightly to the 233u_ and

239pu-fission rates.

In Assembly 1 with the natural-uranium-filled central region the

spectrum varies throughout the core and no equilibrium spectrum is attained

at all.

5.3 Central Reactivity Worths of Samples

The investigation of reactivity worths of a set of sample materials

may give further information on the neutron spectrum 0., the shape of the ad
J.

joint flux 0
i
+, or the nuclear cross sections of the sample materials.

The reactivity worths found with the pile oscillator in the central

position of STARK are given in Tab.6, al ready corrected for sampie size effect

and scattering contribution (cf. 4.4.4). For a comparison with the 26-group

perturbation calculation in Tab.7 the data for material x are normalized to

the reactivity effect of 235U,

in order to eliminate the influence of differences in critical mass between

the actual and the calculated reactor.

Comparing experimental and calculated sampie worths, much higher

discrepancies are found than for the fission ratios, and only qualitative

conclusions can be drawn. The only values to agree with the calculation
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· 235 238 235 .w1thin ~ 10 percent are the ratios Ni/ U and U/ U (for Assemb11as 3

and 4). For these materials the main contribution to .6. f comes from nearly

the same energy range (group 5 to 15) of the spectrum.

The reactivity ratio of 10B/235u is about 30 percent higher than
10calculated (the B-data of Assembly 2 are possibly affected by a sample size

effect). This deviation can be explained by the higher flux of ev-neutrons
115. 10.(as seen from the In-activat10n) which contribute to the B-absorpt10n

rate.

The large deviations for the scattering materials Al, C, and H

cannot be understood al9ne by spectrum or sampie cross section effects. These
+materials are sensitive indicators for the derivative of the adjoint 0

i
with

respect to energy, i.e. for the height of the 238U-threshold and the position

of the minimum. To explain,the experimental data, a somewhat deeper minimum
+of 0

i
' which could possibly arise from transport or heterogeneity effects,

must be assumed.

5.4 Dependence of Integral Reactor Parameters on the Reactor Loading

The experimental values of various integral reactor parameters of

STARK are summarized in Tab.2 together with results of the 26-group diffusion

calculation.

The calculated critical fuel mass of the thermal zone is up to

+ 6.5 percent higher than the experimental value, which corresponds to a

maximum deviation in keff of - 1.5 1~; this deviation reduces to - 1.0 %k

when the S4-approximation is used. Regarding the simplifications in the cal

culational treatment (e.g. homogenization of thermal core and air gaps) and
2the deviations of the actual zone bucklings B from the value assumed in the

z
calculation, the agreement in keff must be considered as satisfactory.

For Assemblies 2 and 3 also the power contributions of the core

zones agree well with the calculation; the effect of an underestimation by
235

theory of the U-fission rate in the fast core and the natural uranium zone

is nearly compensated by the lower fuel mass in the thermal zone. In Assemb

ly 4 the power contribution of the fast zone is about 10 percent lower than

calculated, which could be a consequence of the larger differences in the

axial zone bucklings (Tab.4).
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For the void coefficient in the thermal zone and the reactivity

worth of core material in the reactor center a comparison has been made with

estimated values based on a 26-group first-order perturbation calculation.

These values differ by as much as + 40 percent from the experimentaiones

and show also a different variation with reactor loading.

As expected from the simple two-zone model of a coupled fast-thermal

reacto~the neutron generation time and the reactivity worths in the thermal

core (eog. moderator void coefficient, worth of Cd-plates) are seen to de

crease considerably with increasing power contribution Yl (or importance a
1

)

of the fast zone, i.e. when going from Assembly 1 to 4. At the same time

also the critical 235u-content M of the thermal zone decreases. The relation

between the fuel mass M and the power fraction Y1 is given in Fig.18, and an

excellent agreement between experiment and calculation is noted. Further

calculations have shown that this relation between Y1 and M is in good appro

ximation independent of the particular fast core composition so that inter

polations between the 4 assemblies can be made.

Also for a discussion of the other reactor parameters in Fig.18 the

fuel mass M has been chosen as abscissa. The worth of a single cadmium con

trol plate, ~kCd' shows a variation with Mwhich agrees in its shape with

the perturbation calculation for a thermal absorber. A stronger variation

is found for the combined effect of all 12 control plates due to their mutual

shadowing. The experimental data for the neutron generation time ~ were

found to be 10 percent higher than the values calculated from eq.(5.1)o This

deviation 1s far beyond the experimental error and must be investigated further.

6. Conclusions

The analysis of the experimental data has shown that most of the

fundamental properties of the coupled system STARK are described fairly weIl

by diffusion calculations using the 26-group ABN-cross-section set. Satis

factory agreement was found, in particular, for the critical mass and the

partition of reactor power between the various zones. Large discrepancies,

on the other hand, were found for the reactivity worths of sampie materials

in the fast zone.

To investigate the neutron spectrum in the fast core, fission rates

and differential neutron spectra were measured. For systems with sufficiently

high fast-core multiplication, the fission rates are consistent with diffusion
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calculations in the central region of the fast zone, whereas larger devia

tions were found for 235U and 239Pu in the natural uranium zone. These de

viations indicate a stronger penetration of ev-neutrons into the fast core

than predicted by diffusion theory; S4-calculations give a better, but not

yet satisfactory agreement.

Calculations and fission ratio measurements show that for suffi

ciently high fast-core multiplication the neutron spectrum approaches in the

central region of the fast zone closely the equilibrium spectrum of an all

fast system of the same core composition. Deviations occur only at the low

energy end of tha spectrum, which normally gives negligible contributions to

the reaction rates.

The large discrepancies for tha central reactivity worths of samples

cannot be explained by spectral effects alone. Assuming that the 26-group

cross sections of the sample materials are not substantially in error, it
+must be concluded that the energy dependance of the adjoint flux 0. at the

1

center of STARK deviates from the diffusion calculation; a more pronounced

minimum of 0
i
+ must be assumed to explain the experimental data. Further

theoretical and experimental work (e.g. measurement of the neutron importance)

appears to be necessary for a better understanding of these discrepancies.

The dependence of the integral reactor parameters (critical mass,

neutron lifetime, power fractions of the zones) on the reactor loading were

found to be in reasonably good agreement with the calculations so that reliable

predictions can be made for other assemblies.

As shown by the results of this paper, useful information on neutron

spectra and reaction rates in specific fast reactor systems can be obtained

from experiments on coupled fast-thermal assemblies s1milar to ST~~K. How

ever, greater effort on the theoretical and experimental side seems necessary

for a quantitative evaluation of measured reactivity effects.
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TAB.I Material eomposition of the STnRK assemblies (atom numbers per em
3

)

Zone No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Natural Graphite + Thermal
Graphite

Graphite + Graphite
Zone Fast eore uranium air gap Core air grap reflector

-

Outer radius 18.6 em 24.2 ein 30.5 em 38.5 to 45 em 46.5 cm 50.5 cm 86.5 cm

Assembly 1 2 3 4 1 to 4 1 to 4 4 1 to 4 1 to 4 1 to 4

Material:

H - 1 1.3081'10
21

3.680 010
20

30726"10
22

2.527 010
20

6.706 .10
20

4.922.10
22 22

80526.10
22 22

8052€i 010
22

IC - 12 1.468"10 4.127 010

o - 16 1.1637.10
22

1.1543 010
22

1.4428.1022
2.003°'10

22

Al - 27 L 7000 010
22

7.695 .10
21

9.619 .10
21

9 0264.10
21

1.343.10
22 3.484.10

21

Fe - 56 6.042 .10
21 21

6.042 .10
21

6 0042 .10
21

6 0042 010

U - 235 3.0318.10
20

1.7659.10
21

3.3863.10
21

4.1597.10
21

3.437.10
20 20

11.0495,.10

22
202822 010

22
2.9134 010

22 22
4.739010

22 20
U - 238 4.1805·10 2.6330·10 4.193 .10

.



TAB.2 Experimental reactor parameters of STARK compared with the 26-group diffusion calculation

Assembly 1 Assembly 2 Assembly 3 Assembly 4

oolative
exp. exp. calc. exp. calc. exp. calc. exp. calc.,error

Criticality data:
kg 235uFuel mass, fast core 7.84 44.59 87.23 106.90

Fuel enrichment, fast core 0.72 0.72 7.06 7.06 10.36 10.36 13.57 13.57 atom %
Fuel mass, thermal core (2OoC) + 1% 7.30 7.759 6.53 6.911 5.56 5.829 4.43 4.429 kg 235U
De~viation of calc. keff from exp. -1.53 -1.28 -0.86 -0.01 %k

Power contributions:
Fast core, Yl + 3% 2.0 1.82 9.3 8.51 20.0 19.42 31.1 33.49 %
Uranium zone, Y2 +10% 9.2 8.14 9.6 9.15 10.2 10.07 10.9 11.36 %

Reac:tivity contributions.=
Fast core, (Xl 1.22 7.60 24.95 49.24 %
Uranium zone, (X2 7.37 9.39 11.14 11.75 %

Reac:tivity worth (central element):
Core material vs. void + 5% +0.028 +0.019 +0.213 +0.203 +0.483 +0.627 %k
Worth of safety rod S4 + 3% -0.06 -0.296 -0.30 '-0.60 -0.63 -1024 -1.17 %k

Rea<:tivity worths, thermal core:
Worth of outer fuel plate + 5% +0.075 +0.0677 +0.071 +0.0701 +0.067 +0.0653 +0.051 +0.0545 %k
Void coefficient + 8% -0.19 -0.235 -0.16 -0.212 -0.114 -0.165 -0.076 -0.103 %k I % void

0
+ 3% %kWorth of temp.change, 80----t2O C +1.05 +0.89 +0.625 +0.394

Worth of 1 control pl~lte + 3% -0.48 -0.44 -0.340 -0.242 %k
We)rth of a,ll 12 control plates + 8% -4.7 -3.5

1
%kI -2.1

1----
Kinl~tic parameters:

-4
Gl~neration time .A +2% 1.20 1.123 1.13 1.078 0.94 0.902 0.75 0.655 x 10 sec
Dc~layed neutron fractions: -3

ßefr5 7.070 6.734 5.999 5.228 x 10

ße fr
8 0.491 0.762 1.381 2.054 x 10-3

ß 25 28 7.561 7.496 7.380 7.282 x 10-3ßeff = eff + ßeff



TAB.3 Calibration of absolute fission chambers

SampIe Material
Gravimetrie Low-geometry

value a-counting

No. of nuclei No. of nuclei

1 232.rh 18
3.415·10 -

2
233

U 7.43 .1017 7.37.1017

3 233
U 3.16 .1018 3.18.1018

4
235

U 8.38 .1017 -
5 238u 9.64 .1017 -

6
238

U 3.74 .1018 3.62.10
18

TAB.4 Effective core heights Heff
derived from 235U-fission rate traverses

Assembly No. Thermal zone Fast zone

Heff (em) Heff (em)

1 83 + 2.5 85 + 3-
2 82.5 + 2.5 86 + 2-
3 85 + 2 85 + 2- -

4 85 + 2 83 + 2- -



TAB.5 Activity ratio Co/Ci (outer to inner foil) for In-sandwiches

compared with 26-group diffusion calculation

Foil Assembly Radial Activity ratio Co/Ci exp. flux
Material thickness No.

position at 1.46 ev
r experimental calculated calc. flux

at 1.46 ev

mg/ cm2 cm

115
In 3 x 36.4 2 0 1.168+0.020 1.027 9.4

3 x 11.3 4 0 1.038+0.020 1.001 -

3 x 87.7

1

4 0 1.012+0.020 1.000 -
4 16.2 1.396+0.020 1.147 6.93 x 89.0



TAB.6 Reactivity coefficients ~f/~N (in ~k per 10
30

atoms) of sampie materials measured in the central position

of the fast zone of STARK; data corrected for sampie size effect

Assembly 2 Assembly 3 Assembly 4

Channel Channel Channel Channe1 Channel
Material empty empty empty filled filled with

with Al core material

Al - 4.95 + 0.15 - 11.9 + 0.15 - 18 0 6 + 0.2 - 13.46 + 0.2 - 13.44 + 0.2-
lOB - 281 + 2 - 386 + 2 - 715 + 3 - 741 + 3 - 821 + 3- - - - -

C - 4 0 73 + 0.15 - 12.1 + 0.15 - 14.7 + 0 0 15 - 9.83 + 0 0 15 - 9.55 + 0.15

Fe - 5.62 + 0 0 2 - - 22 0 8 + 0.3 - 17.4 + 0.3 - 19.5 + 0.3-

Ni - 8 0 0 + 0.15 - - 32.1 + 0.3 - 26.6 + 0 0 3 - 28 0 8 + 0.3-
235u + 327 + 2 + 639 + 3 + 1115 + 5 + 1169 + 5 + 1298 + 5- - - - -
238U - 29.2 + 0.2 - 48 0 8 + 0.3 - 80 0 8 + 0.5 - 74 0 8 + 0.5 - 77.4 + 0.5

B4C - 244 + 2 - - - --

CH
2

+ 66 + 1 + 46.3 + 0.5 .. + 169 + 2 + 202 + 2 + 221 + 2- - - -



TAB 0 7 Central reactivity coefficients
26-group diffusion calculations

Li»/ ~N of sample materials in STARK relative to 235U in comparison with

Assembly 2 Assembly 3 Assembly 4

experimental experimental experimental

empty scatterirug calculated empty scattering calculated empty
channel calculated
filled withchannel corrected channel corrected channel core materi~

Al - 0.01.52 - 0.011 -0.00821 - 0.0186 - 0.013 - 0.00917 - 0.0167 - 0.0104 - 0.00724

lOB - 0 0860 - 0.85 - 0"765 - 0.604 - 0 060 - 0 0454 - 0.641 - 0.633 - 0.489

C - 0 00145 - 0.010 - 0.00694 - 0.0189 - 0.014 - 0.00645 - 0.0132 - 0.0073 - 0.00186

Fe - 0.0172 - 0001~!8 - 0.01192 - - - 0 001290 - 0.0204 - 0 00150 - 0.01224

Ni - 0.0245 - O.OU~ - 0.01864 - - - 0.02036 - 0.0288 - 0.0222 - 0.02084

238u - 0 00894 - 0.070 - 0.0664 - 0 00763 - 0.065 - 0.0594 - 0.0725 - 0.0596 - 0.0542

B
4

C - 0.747 - 0 074 - 0 06053 - - - 0.3703 - 0 0605 - - 0.3790

CH
2

+ 0 0202 + 0.218 + 0.04455 + 0.0728 + 0.090 - 0 000873 + 0.152 + 0.170 + 0 00857



TAB.8 Prompt neutron decay constant at delayed critical, a
c

ß
_ eff
- Ac; (sec -1)

Noise analysis methods
Assembly Pulsed source

No o method Cross power
Rossi-a Probability

spectral density distribution

-1 -1 -1 -1
sec sec sec sec

1 62.9 + 0.8 63.4 + 2 - 63 + 2-

2 66.4 + 1.5 67 + 2 71 + 5 67 + 2- - -

3 78.3 + 2 74.5 + 2 - -

4 96.7 + 2 93 + 4 93 + 4 -- -



TAB.9 Fission ratios and fission-to-capture ratios in the central position of STARK compared with 26-group calculations

Assembly 1 Assembly 2 Assembly 3 Assembly 4

relative
calc. calc. calc. calc. calc oMaterials method statisti- exp,o expo exp. exp.

ca! erroJ: D S4 D D D

x 25
eT

f
/eTf :

2~I2.rh/235U K + 3% 0.00196 0.00130 0.00142 0.00504 0.00436 0.00785 0.00674 0.00922 0.00793

2~18u/235u K + 1% 0 0 00823 0 0 00688 0.00747 0.0228 0 0 02226 0.0351 0.03427 0.0408 0.04023

2~17NP/235u C + 1% 0.145 0.1267 0.1253 0.218 0.1654 0.336 0.2541 0.375 0.2774

2~13u/235u K + 1% -, 1.600 - 1.57 1.432 - 1.490 1.52 1 0 492

2~19pu/235u C + 1% 1.064 1 0 076 1.081 1.014 0.9847 1.054 1 0 110 1.071 1.123

x 28
eT:1: /rJ'f :

I

2~J2.rh/238u K ... 3% 0.2a8 0.1889 0.1904 0.221 0.1958 0.224 0.1968 0.226 0.1971

2~J7NP/238U C ... 1% 17.6, 18.4 16.78 ,9.57 7.43 9.57 7.43 9.18 6.89

x 25
eT /eT

f
: I

<: I
2:38U/235u F +2% _. 0.1234 - - 0.1249 - 0.1225 0.127 I 0.1208

K: Calibration with Kirn-type absolute fission chamber
C: Cylindrical fission chamber
].": Foil activation
D: Diffusion calculation
8 4 : S4-calculation (agrees with D within + 0.5 % for Assemblies 2 to 4)
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